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Time dependence of dislocation arrays in ice during recrystallization
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Small-angle x-ray scattering~SAXS! from growing ice crystals shows sharp diffraction peaks at varying
angles of reflection. The peaks have low intensities and rise and fall with a relaxation time of 100 to 1000 sec.
The small widths point to superstructures with well defined dimensions. A quantitative analysis shows that
these dimensions conform to the distances in coincident site lattices that are generated by two hexagonal ice
lattices slightly rotated with respect to one another. It is concluded that the sharp SAXS reflections are caused
by arrays of edge dislocations in small angle grain boundaries that develop during the growth of ice crystals
and disappear during the recrystallization process.@S0163-1829~96!07029-4#

INTRODUCTION

A macroscopic sample of water cooled below the normal
melting temperature will supercool and at a rather unpredict-
able moment start to freeze.1 The freezing of such a sample
is such a complicated process that it is difficult to separate
nucleation, initial growth, and recrystallization stages.2,3 It is
quite well established that dislocations form during the
growth of an ice crystal. The movement of dislocations
emerging at the growing interface may be an important as-
pect of the growth mechanism.4 A direct observation of the
dislocation behavior in the course of time will help to estab-
lish the role in the overall growth process.

We have reported earlier on the occasional occurrence of
interference peaks seen with small-angle x-ray scattering.5

At the time we noticed that of the three values at which such
peaks had been found, 1.07, 0.54, and 0.34 nm21, the 1.07
value corresponds with a rational ratio of thek value of a
normal Bragg reflection of the bulk lattice. It was therefore
assumed that a superstructure with an incommensurate
modulation of the ice lattice gives rise to the observed fea-
tures. As to the origin of this modulation we assumed that a
screw dislocation with a Burgers vector along the@001# di-
rection could give rise to such a modulation along the@001#
axis. This explanation found no further support in our mea-
surements and was not quite satisfactory. We therefore un-
dertook an extensive and systematic search for the occur-
rence of similar x-ray scattering features on which we here
report.

In view of the transient character of the interference peaks
that we found before, we limited the averaging in the mea-
surements to 20 sec instead of the formerly used 700 sec to
enable us to also detect short lived interferences. This did
indeed result in the detection of many more peaks at differ-
ent values of the wave vector. This finding is not in accor-
dance with our earlier ideas about the origin of these peaks,
since it is unlikely that screw dislocations in the@001# direc-
tion would have so many different pitches. However, the
experimental material that we present here does also suggest
a different explanation. It will be shown convincingly that

small angle grain boundaries lie at the origin of the x-ray
scattering features at smallk values in the 0.1–2 nm21 range.

EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed at the Synchrotron Ra-
diation Source at Daresbury, U.K. The intensity of the beam
of x-ray radiation used was about 1011 photons per sec at a
wavelength of 0.15 nm. The width of the beam was 2 mm
and the height 0.5 mm. The total intensity of the photon
beam and the absorption of the sample were monitored by
two ion chambers, one in front and one behind the sample
cell. Scattering was measured as a function of the scattering
angle from the direct beam defining a scattering wave vector
k5~4p/l!sinu. The scattered intensity at small angles was
measured with a quadrant detector6 at a distance of 4.50 m
giving an accessible wave vector range ofk50.1–2 nm21. A
commercially available curved Inel delay line detector al-
lowed simultaneous detection of wide angle scattering with a
wave vector range between 8 and 30 nm21.7,8 Wet collagen
and lead stearate were used for the wave vector calibration of
the small angle detector. The Bragg reflections of the ice
crystals constituted a calibration for the wide angle diffrac-
tion. Water samples were contained in a capillary made of
Lindemann glass. The commercial available capillaries were
flattened in a carbon mould so that tubes with an approxi-
mately rectangular cross section were obtained with flat sides
of 5320 mm2. The optical pathlength was 160.05 mm and
the wall thickness 0.0160.004 mm.

Cooling of the samples was achieved by cooling a copper
block surrounding the sample. The water used was double
distilled, deionized, filtered through a 0.1mm membrane fil-
ter and finally degassed and vacuum distilled. The capillary
was filled with water immediately before the measurement.
The water sample was cooled at a rate of 0.01 K/sec. Under
the applied conditions freezing may start at temperatures
anywhere between 261 and 247 K. This unpredictable and
irreproducible onset of freezing is an inherent consequence
of the nucleation process.9 We therefore recorded diffracto-
grams every 20 sec, which were only retained after the first
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signs of ice formation, i.e., after the appearance of sharp
Bragg peaks superimposed on the broad first peak of S~k! of
liquid water. This method allowed us to collect about 10 000
diffractograms of 50 different freezing events.

RESULTS

A temperature measurement, with a thermometer attached
to the capillary shows release of heat during the first 100 sec
after freezing sets in. Different Bragg peaks from low index
lattice planes arise and disappear completely during this
time. Evidently the growing ice crystals change their orien-
tation with respect to the wide angle line detector very rap-
idly. After this initial period a slower process of recrystalli-
zation sets in. Over periods of sometimes several hours one
can follow the changes of relative intensities of the low in-
dex Bragg peaks. The relaxation times are in the order of
1000 sec.

The results in the small angle scattering region from 0.1
to 2 nm21 were recorded simultaneously with the wide angle
data. In the first 100 sec an intense central line appears, of
about 0.1 nm21 width, which may arise from contributions
by features of length scales larger than about 60 nm. The flat
part between 0.2 and 2.0 nm21 becomes lower as a conse-
quence of the lower compressibility of ice as compared to
supercooled water; see Fig. 1. During the initial period or
during the long process of recrystallization, in about 50% of
the runs sharp reflections of very low intensity can be seen.
Such reflections appear and disappear with relaxation times
in the order of 100 to 1000 sec and are found at about 30
differentk vectors. In Fig. 1 three of such reflections appear
directly after freezing, which is rather an exception. Thek
values are 0.65, 0.96, and 1.81 nm21 of which the second
disappears in about 200 sec whereas a reflection at 1.04
nm21 emerges. Table I gives a list of all the differentk
values found. Of these reflections only three were so intense
that we could quantitatively measure the intensity change as
well as the shifting position as a function of time. These
results are shown in Fig. 2. However, most of the observed
structure barely exceeds the noise level. Since such struc-
tures rise and disappear within the time of only a limited

number of 20 sec measurements, longer averaging times
have only the effect of blotting out the effect.

DISCUSSION

What we have obtained is a rather rough and incomplete
picture of the scattering processes in the small wave vector
region, but it does allow us a glimpse of the underlying phys-
ics. The observation of the time dependence of the intensity
of some of the small angle reflections, together with a small
but significant shift of the wave vector, is of great impor-
tance. It excludes all possible instrumental sources of spuri-
ous reflections and interferences. Obviously we see processes
that give rise to transient constructive interferences. More-
over, many of the observed values are close to rational frac-
tions of the wave vectors at which the normal Bragg reflec-
tions of the$101̄0% and$112̄0% lattice planes are found~Table
I!. This could be understood if somehow a superstructure
would form with length scales one or two orders of magni-
tude larger than the length scale of the hexagonal unit cells
of ice, but almost at multiples of the interplanar distances
d10050.3907 nm andd11050.2255 nm.13 Intensity at such
small wave vectors might arise from temporary constructive
interferences by a nonuniform electron density distribution
during the passage from one superstructure to another. Since
the relative width of the peaks is aboutDk50.01 nm21 at
k51 nm21, the correlation of these superstructures extends
over more than 100 unit cells.

The relaxation times deduced from the three cases shown
in Fig. 2 vary from an estimatedt51000 sec in the case of
the reflection at 0.85 nm21 to a well definedt5300 sec for
the growth andt5400 sec for the decay of the reflection at
1.31 nm21. Many of the other reflections have even shorter
lifetimes. Writing t5t0 exp (Dg6/kT) and estimating the
attempt rate t0

21 as kT/h51012 sec21 we find
Dg65~1.260.1!310219 J per atom as a range of free en-
thalpy of activation concomitant with the three observed
cases. A comparable value for the enthalpy of activation has
been reported for the very sluggish transition from the un-
stable cubic ice to the hexagonal ice between 160 and 210
K.10 The value is what one would expect for the energy of
the hydrogen bond. Clearly the breaking and forming of hy-
drogen bonds is the energy limiting step in the processes
leading to the transient intensities of the small angle reflec-
tions. The low intensities, the many different values of the
wave vectors that we observed, the widths and the time de-
pendence of the peaks in the small angle region did arise the
surmise that these peaks are interferences from two dimen-
sional superstructures in well defined grain boundaries. The
origin of such long range structures in grain boundaries is
given by the geometric description of coincident site
lattices.11

DISLOCATION NETWORKS

Two identical crystal lattices which are slightly rotated
with respect to one another over an angleQ, and joined
together form a new unit with occasional corrections in the
form of a dislocation. If the boundary between the two crys-
tal domains is planar, it consists of a regular network of
dislocations. Such a boundary causes an excess energy com-

FIG. 1. Example of a time series of small angle scattering in-
tensity of a freezing water sample. The original traces were cor-
rected for detector response and background. The central peak is
not shown. The temperature decreases with 0.1° sec21; freezing
starts at214 °C.
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posed of the core energy of the dislocations and the strain
energy associated with the misfit of the two lattices along the
boundary. This strain energy is a function of the distance
between the dislocations and the orientation of the plane of
the boundary. Minima in this energy function are found in

cusps where the spacing between dislocations is an integral
number of lattice spacings. This will favor very specific
boundaries between grains and specific relative orientations
between microcrystals.

The location of the minima for arbitrary large angle

FIG. 2. The value of the scattering vector and the relative intensity as a function of time for three selected SAXS interference peaks.

TABLE I. The odd rational ratios of thek values associated with the interplanar distancesd100 andd110,
in nm21. The angles, in degrees, for pure tilt boundaries with the axis of rotation parallel to thec axis as
predicted by coincident site lattice theory. Thek values associated with the superstructures found at those
angles, two series vicinal with the^11̄00& and thê 1000& direction, respectively, and the experimentally found
k values of small angle interference peaks, all in nm21.

(2n11)21k110 (2n11)21k100 u ^11̄00& CSL ^1000& CSL Experiment

27.86 nm21 nm21 120° 13.93 nm21 nm21 13.94 nm21 nm21

9.29 16.08 60 8.04 13.93 13.94
5.57 38.2 5.27
3.98 27.8 3.86
3.10 5.36 21.8 3.04 5.27
2.53 17.9 2.50
2.14 15.2 2.12 2.14
1.86 3.22 13.2 1.84 3.20 1.81
1.64 11.6 1.63 1.64
1.46 10.4 1.46 1.40
1.33 2.30 9.4 1.32 2.29 1.31 2.27
1.21 8.6 1.21 1.22
1.11 7.9 1.11
1.03 1.79 7.3 1.03 1.78 1.04 1.74
0.96 6.8 0.96 0.96
0.90 6.4 0.90
0.84 1.46 6.0 0.84 1.46 0.85 1.40
0.80 5.7 0.80 0.81
0.75 5.4 0.75 0.75
0.71 1.24 5.1 0.71 1.24 1.22
0.68 4.8 0.68 0.67
0.65 4.6 0.65 0.65
0.62 1.07 4.4 0.62 1.07 1.07
0.59 4.2 0.59
0.57 4.0 0.57 0.57
0.55 0.95 3.9 0.55 0.95 0.55 0.96
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boundaries can be found with a geometric description of co-
incident site lattices~CSL! as given by Bollman.12 One
brings two interpenetrating mathematical translation lattices
A andB in a position that one of the points ofA coincides
with one of the points ofB and takes this point as the origin.
Rotation of one of the lattices around this origin may or may
not give any more points of coincidence. In fact, for a math-
ematical point lattice, if there is any coincident point there
are an infinite number of coincident points. These points then
form a lattice of coincident sites. The rotation angle for
which a coincident site lattice arises can be found by solving
the equationx5R̄21x1t, whereR̄ is a rotation matrix andtW
are the translation vectors of the original lattice. Here we
shall restrict this procedure to the special case of a pure tilt
boundary with the orientation of the axis of rotation coincid-
ing with thec axis of the hexagonal latticeP63/mmc of ice.
In that case the dislocations are edge dislocations with the
Burgers vector perpendicular to the axis of rotation. With the
boundary in a symmetrical position between the two crystals
the Burgers vector lies also perpendicular to the boundary.
When the plane of the boundary makes an angle with the
symmetric orientation two sets of dislocations might form.
The possible angles of rotation corresponding with the most
stable boundaries can be found analytically. We work in an
orthogonal coordinate system. The unit vectors of the crystal
coordinate system can be chosen along the^1000& direction
or along the^11̄00& direction of the hexagonal lattice. The
transformation matrices are

S5S 10 2 1
2

1
2)

D or S5S 3
2

2 1
2)

0
) D ,

respectively. By multiplying the matrix (Ī2R̄21)21 by the
column vectors ofS we obtain the unit vectors of possible
CSL points in orthogonal coordinates:

x5@ 1
2 cot~Q/2!, 12 #,

x5@ 1
2), 12) cot~Q/2!#.

The rotation angleQ appears in only one of the coordinates
and the condition for coincidence of the lattice points in both
lattices after rotation is simply given by cot~Q/2!5)~2n11!
or cot~Q/2!51/3)~2n11!, respectively. The resulting CSL
points lie in the hexagonal basal plane. The points form a
row, parallel with ^1000& and one lattice distanced100 re-
moved, or a row that is parallel witĥ11̄00& and a lattice
distanced110 removed. The upper part of Fig. 3 shows a
section of the basal plane with the origin and those CSL
points. Each point defines a different hexagonal lattice of
coincident sites and has a value of the wave vectork52p/D
at distanceD from the origin. Values of the anglesQ and the
corresponding wave vector values are given in Table I. From
the geometry it is clear that the small angle CSL points have
k values close to the values of the rational fractions of the
scattering vector corresponding with the lattice distances in
the ^1000& and ^11̄00& directions. The input values of the
lattice spacings of the ice unit cell were corrected for the
temperature:d10050.3907 nm andd11050.2255 nm.13

IMPLICATIONS

The preceding paragraph gives only one example of a
series of CSL points, namely those generated by a rotation
around thec axis. It is however a series that perfectly fits our
experimental data. Table I shows thek values that were ob-
served as interference peaks, together with the calculatedk
values. The correspondence constitutes a very convincing
support for the assumption that the observed peaks arise
from regular arrays of edge dislocations. Such arrays are
found in grain boundaries that coincide with planes of coin-
cident site lattices. The grain boundaries make very specific
angles with the hexagonal ice lattice, because the interfacial
energy of these boundaries is relatively low. Most of the
experimentally foundk values correspond with CSL planes
and boundaries vicinal to$112̄0% planes. Most of these values
were only observed occasionally and the intensities were
very low. Interference peaks corresponding with scattering
vectors k51.84, k51.32, k51.03, andk50.84 nm21 and
rotation anglesQ513.2°, 9.4°, 7.3°, and 6.0° show some-
times quite a large intensity. At these angles CSL points arise
also along the^11̄00& directions and the local symmetry
around the CSL points at these four angles is higher. There-
fore boundaries going through these specific CSL points may
well have relatively low strain energy and hence deeper
cusps in the energy surface resulting in a higher probability
of occurrence. The prominent appearance of precisely those
four interferences can therefore be considered as a support of
the interpretation given here. Moreover, such boundaries are
symmetric and can be described as an array of parallel edge
dislocations with the Burgers vector of an inserted double

FIG. 3. Lattice representing the oxygen positions in the basal
plane of an ice lattice. The coincident site lattice points that are
obtained by rotation around thec axis are circled and indicated with
their associatedk vector values. Each single CSL point in combi-
nation with the origin represents a set of points that form a hexago-
nal ~mathematical! superlattice, where in this special case the peri-
odicity in the direction of thec axis is the normal periodicity of the
ice lattice. Solid lines give the basis vectors for the row of CSL
points parallel witĥ 1000& and dotted lines those for the CSL points
parallel with ^11̄00& ~top!. Grain boundaries form preferably along
low index planes of these superlattices, giving rise to a two dimen-
sional~physical! superstructure. A symmetric boundary through the
1.84 nm21 CSL points is shown as an example~bottom!.
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plane. This situation is illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 3
for a boundary through 1.84 nm21 CSL points. The rotation
angle is 13.2°,$101̄0% planes meet at the boundary constitut-
ing edge dislocations with Burgers vector /b/52d100. It is
clear from a consideration of the geometry of the figure that
a nonuniform relaxation must occur to accommodate the
oxygen atoms between the CSL points. This relaxation al-
lows for a slight constructive interference at smallk vectors
corresponding with the large distances between the succes-
sive CSL points.

It remains to account for the gradual shift of thek value
such as can clearly be seen in the case of the interference
peak atk51.03 nm21 shifting in about 1000 sec towards
k51.07 nm21, thereby diminishing the intensity to zero. The
distance between successive dislocations isD5b/$2 sin~Q/
2!%56.14 nm with correspondingk52p/D51.03 nm21,
whereubu52d100 andQ57.3°. A gradual relaxation of such
a low angle symmetric grain boundary may be achieved by
transition to an asymmetric boundary with two single in-
serted planes at 60° angles. Withdrawal of these planes will
lead to a final situation with the boundaries following the
prismatic planes and a gradual change of the repeat distance
to the nearest multiple lattice distanced100 in the $101̄0%
plane along â 1000& axis. For theQ57.3° boundary this
would be 26d100 giving k51.07 nm21. In the equilibrium
situation the perfect periodicity is regained and constructive
interference only occurs at thek values corresponding with
the smallest interplanar distances. Hence the decrease of in-
tensity of the small angle peak and the total disappearance
when the equilibrium value ofk is reached~Fig. 2!.

The behavior of theQ59.4° boundary is completely
analogous. Thek value of the associated peak shifts from
1.31 nm21, close to the CSL value, to 1.27 nm21, a point
corresponding with 22d110distances. When the latter value is
reached the intensity drops to zero as expected. The case of
the Q56.0° boundary with the peak at 0.84 nm21 is less
clear because the measured time interval was too short to
pronounce upon the final value ofk after relaxation. There is
a k50.82 nm21 point corresponding with 34d110 distances
nearby.

We have restricted our considerations to pure tilt bound-
aries with the axis of rotation parallel to thec axis of the
hexagonal ice crystal. Clearly there are many more possibili-
ties for the axis of rotation, and pure tilt, pure twist, as well
as mixed character boundaries might give rise to superstruc-
tures. We considered in particular the consequences of twin-
ning along the twin planes favored in hexagonal crystals,
with boundaries in symmetrical as well as in asymmetrical
positions. Although occasional agreement between a pre-
dicted and an experimentalk value was found, no such con-
vincing quantitative agreement as given in Table I could be
achieved.

We must also reject a generalization of the explanation
that we gave earlier5 of the appearance of the diffraction
peak at 1.03 nm21. It has been argued that this particular
value is very close to the value corresponding with eight
times the repeat distance along thec axis and could therefore
be associated with the pitch of a screw dislocation with Bur-
gers vector along that axis. This assumption is plainly re-
futed by the amount of different superstructurek values that
we found. Yet a grid of screw dislocations could give a pure
twist boundary. Such boundaries would also form preferably
under specific angles determined by CSL theory, and hence
give rise to two dimensional super structures with specific
distances andk vectors. Again, we could not find any corre-
spondence with the experimental values. Apparently the
small angle pure tilt grain boundaries vicinal to$112̄0% and
$101̄0% planes form easily in the growth process that pro-
ceeds predominantly perpendicular to thec axis.
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